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BOOKLET NUMBER I

M60A3 TANK FIRE COMMANDS
.w -

USER'S GUIDE

This is booklet 1 in a set of 6 booklets.
The set deals with issuing fire commands on
the M60A3 tank. When you have finished the L
complete set, you will be able to:

ISSUE A CORRECT FIRE COMMAND
FOR THE MAIN GUN OR ANY
MACHINEGUN IN EITHER SINGLE,
MULTIPLE, OR SIMULTANEOUS
TARGET ENGAGEMENTS.

:" -. , ~ BACKGROUND
n order to prepare a correct fire corn-

mand, a Tank Commander (TC) must be aware ofma kinds of)awr and.! .-i i .
certain kinds of target and gunnery inform-
tion. Also, he must know what statements to
make, and his crew's responses, if a fire

- command is to be useful. With that informa-
tion, he will be able to prepare and announce
destruction.

THIS BOOKLET

.This booklet will provide the general

information required to prepare a fire com-
mand. It will also tell you how to announce
a fire command, including crew responses, for
the following kinds of engagements:,

. M35El/TTS PRECISION,

M35E1/TTS BATTLESIGHT,
"- 105D PRECISION, '-..

MIO5D BATTLESIGHT,

I" 4 l



HOW TO USE THIS BOOKLET

I. Read each section within the booklet
carefully.

2. Pay special attention to the examples
provided.

3. Many pages in the booklet have ques-
tions on them. Be sure you answer
the questions and check your answers.

4. Refer to FM 17-12-3 if you have any
questions.

BEFORE YOU USE THIS SET OF BOOKLETS

Before using this set of booklets, you should
have some existing knowledge related to fire
commands. You should have:

" Knowledge of Threat weapon I
capabil ities

* Knowledge of M60A3 systems and r.
nomencl ature

" Familiarity with FM 17-12-3 l

A COMMENT ON THE BOOKLET SET

The fire commands discussed in this set
of. booklets are considered to be the most comr-
monly used on the battlefield. There are
other fire command variations which are not
discussed. These other variations include:

1. Where the tank commander cannot
quickly lay the main gun for" • ~direction and elevation* ::.

2. Where estimated range is manually C
input into the Ball stic computer 4
when firing M35E1/TTS precision
engagements.

3. Where weapon stoppages occur.

2
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TANK COMMANDER TRAINING NOTES

GENERAL INFORMATION

This set of booklets deals with fire commands
for the M60A3 tank. There are six booklets .
in the set. When a crewmember has finished
the complete set he will be able to:

ISSUE THE CORRECT FIRE COMMANDS FOR
THE MAIN GUN OR ANY MACHINE GUN IN
EITHER SINGLE, MULTIPLE OR SIMULTANE-
OUS ENGAGEMENTS

OVERVIEW OF THE BOOKLETS

The set of booklets has been organized from
simple to complex. That is, the first booklet
provides general information about M60A3 fire
commands. The rest of the booklets provide
increasingly difficult fire command problems ,
,ihich require solution. The booklets are as
follows:,

BOOKLET I - Overview of Fire Commands
BOOKLET 2 - Classifying Threats
BOOKLET 3 - Ammunition/Weapon Selection

. BOOKLET 4 - Sequence of Initial Fire
Command

BOOKLET 5 - Single Target Engagements
BOOKLET 6 - Multiple/Simultaneous

Engagements

PURPOSE OF THE BOOKLETS

The set of booklets has been designed to help

you train. The booklets may be used to:

, ,: .3

4.- '



* ~JCT: ~YOUR C)Nl S- IiL

Teabooklets have not been deszigned as ini-
tiltraining. In other words, crewmen using
tm ust have certain skills. These skills

are: :~

* Knowledge of Threat weapon
systemns capabilities

9 Knowledge of M60A3 system and
nomenclature

* Familiarity with FM 17-12-3,
* When Tank Gunnery

Whna crewimember has these existing skills,
he will be ready to use this set of booklets.

USING TH4E BOOKLETS

There are a number of different ways you can
A~se these booklets:

1*FIN IINDIVIDUAL STUDY - You can give the
booklets to a crew-iember and require that-
they be Completed. The instructions at
thie beginning of the booklets will ex-%
plain how they are to be used.

I.AS A TEST OF PERFORMNCE - You can select
scenarios from booklets 2, 39,495 and 6.
Modify those scenarios by changing the
p.icture or the situation. Provide the

*mocified scenario to one of your crewmen-4L
* bers. When he has selected or providedK.. ars ,ers, check tr'e answers with your cor-

rect answers (You mnust also decide on
Vle correct answers for your modified
s:einaric, .



3. AS A META~ OF COMPETITION -You might "
choose to have crewmembers within your
crew, or within different crews, compete
on the scenarios. To do this, provide

* the same scenario to each crewmember.
Keep a record of who is altocorrectly

-. answer the most questions.

: I
V 40



9 SECTION I
PREPARING FOR FIRE COMMANDS

,., ';

Before constructing fire commands, a tank wo,-
mander requires specific information on tar-
gets and tank gunnery. The information is
needed to construct each fire comfriand. This
section reviews that information. In this
section you will find brief descriptions of:

A. THE FIRE COMMAND
B CLASSES OF TARGETS
C. AMMUITION/WEAPON CHOICES
D. PERSONNEL TO OPERATE WEAPONS
E. SINGLE, MULTIPLE, AND SIMUL-

TANEOUS ENGAGEMENTS
F. INITIAL AND SUBSEQUENT FIRE

COMMANDS
G. ENGAGEMENT TECHNIQUES

I

O*,,

7 -
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PREPARING FOR FIRE COMMANDS

* A. THE FIRE COMMAND]

A fire commvrand is used to provide infom~ation
to the tank crew. The TC issues a fire cofn-
mand to tell the crewnjembers:

* WHAT IS GOIN~G TO HAPPEN
* WHO IS EXPECTED TO0 DO WHAT

His crow's responses during and after the fire
ccmmand help himn to decide:

* IF THE PREPARATIONS FOR THE

With a well-stated and understood fire command,
the crew's chances of success (survival) are
high. With a poorly-stated fire command, the
-rewIs chances of success (survival) are
reduced.

TmThe issuing of a fire command is not diffi-
cult. The difficult part is assessing the

*battle situation so tLhat you can prepare the
btfire command.



QUESTIONS

1. A purpose of the fire command is to:

A A. Detect the most dangerous threat.
S. Tell the crew what they are to do.

C. Identify and kill the enemy.
D. Describe the status of gunnery.

2. If the crew does not understand the fire
command:

A. They may not know which target to
engage.

B. They may not know who will engage the
target.

C. They may not survive the battle.
D. All of the above.

*3. The difficult part of a fire command is:

2.A. Issuing the fire command.
B. Preparing the fire coiand.
C. Assuring its survival.
D. All of the above.

4. Crew responses to a fire command help you
decide:

A If the engagenent should begin.

B. If engagement preparations are
complete. '7

C. Who will do what in the engagement.
D. Whether your tank will survive.

-B. Pep rng te ir4o2-nd.

%l'' 
A, 'N W;.

, r. .-. gCA,:,



PR6ARING FOR FIRE COMMANDS

B. CLASSES OF TARGETS

Targets are classed as one of three kinds. -
The first kind is MOST DANGEROUS THREAT.

,. .. A MOST DANGEROUS THREAT is one which:

•e CAN KILL YOU
0 HAS SEEN YOU
* IS PREPARING TO ENGAGE YOU

The TC must identify the MOST DANGEROUS THREAT -
without hesitation.

A DANGEROUS THREAT is one which:

• • CAN KILL YOU

* HAS NOT SEEN YOU, or
0 IS NOT PREPARING TO ENGAGE YOU -

The third kind of target is LEAST DANGEROUS .
THREAT. A LEAST DANGEROUS THREAT is one
which:

"-'. • CANNOT KILL YOU, but .

. CAN OBSERVE AND REPORT YOUR POSITION

4k., As a'genferal rule, the TC should identify and
..... . "engage:

",, " FIS" MOST DANGEROUS THREAT (S) ';
" •~ NEXT - DANGEROUS THREAT(S) Ii

* AT-LEAST• DANGEROUS THREAT(S) i "
i " , . ... • AST ' :,  "i

': '-' I' ,'

,".. :. . . 0
%° : -.
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QUESTIONS

- 1. A DANGEROUS THREAT is one which:

A. Can kill you and has not seen you.
B. Cannot kill you and has not seen you.

- ."" --- C. Is preparing to engage you.
D. None of the above. '

2. A LEAST DANGEROUS THREAT is one which:

A. Cannot kill you but sees you.
'- B. Can engage you.

C. Can kill you and has seen you.
D. None of the above

-Z'

3. As a general rule, the threat you engage
first is:

" .. .. A. MOST DANGEROUS. . -

B. DANGEROUS.
C. LEAST DANGEROUS.
D. None of the above.

4. You must identify the MOST DANGEROUS
THREAT:

A. After issuing a fire command.
- B. After other possible targets.,+.+ +. " : ' +' "" C. Without hesitation. ;

0. None of the above.

.-. .L

4 . 11i-.i
$:." -," ''. ,
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PREPARING FOR FIRE COMMANDS "

C. AMMUNITION/WEAPON CHOICES

The M60A3 tank is armed with a variety of
weapons and animunition types. Each weapon and

- 'ammunition type has been designed to defeat
" specific targets at specific ranges.

-:--: TO SURVIVE, YOUR FIRE COI.IAdD [MUST
USE THE BEST AMMUNITIOII/WEAPO;1 O

::'..... EACH TARGET !

-* AMMUNITIOJ FOR THE MAIN GUI'

For the main gun, you have a choice of four
kinds of ammunition: -,

, SABOT

• HEAT
q HEP
* BEEHIVE

The selection of ammunition is based upon the
target and the target range. The following
chart presents each main gun ammunition type
and the rules for its selection.

YOU MUSTMEMORIZE THE CONTENTS OF
'THIS CHART

1 9k0

' " .)

4I  ** **
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IV

MACHINE GUNS

There are two machine guns on the M60A3 tank:

* M240 COAX at the gunner's station

Each machine gun is effective against certain
targets at certain ranges. The followingV
chart presents information on each machinegun
and the rules for its selection.

YOU MUST MEMORIZE THE CONTENTS OF

"e.

p.e
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A. Beehive.:
AA

B~4 . COAX

0.~ Sabo.

1. What type of ammunition should you use
against a T.-72 at 2200 meters? ifyuwr

A. Beehive.

3. Wha kido mmnto should you use.,< I
agans mnat-tn etice if you0 weer ?

A. Beehive.
B.. M24.*,-

C. Heat.
D. Sabot.

W.'hat' kin d of ammunition should you use
against ananr -anopsl at 2500 meters?

A. Beehive.tmd
B. CAL.40.
C. Heat.

* D. Sabot.



5. What is the best machinegun to use against
tr-oops at80meters?

A. CAL. 50.
B. COAX.

6. What is the best machinegun to use against
trucks at 800 meters?

A. CAL. 50.
B. COAX.

7. What is the best machlnegun to use against
aircraft? pb

A. CAL. 50.
Be COAX.

o~p.

V*L V.9 GOS Vt V.E VZ 0 ?ASW1
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PREPARING FOR FIRE COM1ANDS

PERSONNEL TO OPERATE WEAPONS

4 **,.. -. "Under 
normal conditions, specific crewmebers -..

are responsible for firing specific weapons:tGUNNER -- fires the main gun and COAX
TAN'K COMMANDER -- fires tL-hn CAL. 50

Under some conditions, a TC may choose 
to fire rl

the main gun or COAX instead of tne gunner.
These conditions are:

e THE GUNNER CANNOT ENGAGE THE TARGET 
' --

IvII

7:I



QUESTIONS

-1. Under normal conditions, the COAX is fired
by the:

A. Loader.
~ v~i ~-.,B. Gunner.

C. Tank commander.

2. The tank commander might fire the main gun
if:

A. There is a failure at the gunner's
station.

B. The loader is injured.
C. The COAX is not operating properly.
D. The tank is hull or turret down.

~ .~..3. The gunner is usually responsible for
firing the:

A. COAX or CAL. 50.J,
B. Main gun and CAL. 50.
C. COAX and main gun. . -

,.~~~ v~ ~ SJMN

19



PREARING FOR FIRE COfMMANDS

E. SINGLE, MULTIPLE AND
SIMULTANEOUS ENGA;EMNTS "

The modern day battlefield will be very com,- -

plex. A tank may be up against a single tar-
get. More likely, it will be up against iany
targets.

YOU MUST BE PREPARED FOR ENGAGEMENTS
WITH SINGLE TARGETS OR MANY TARGETS
IF YOU ARE TO SURVIVE

SINGLE TARGETS

Engagements with single targets are called
. SINGLE engagements. When conducting single

<-, . .1 engagements, a crew will be able to focus
their attention on the single target. 7 L.

MANY TARGETS o ....

There are two ways in which a crew can engage
more than one target. They are SIMULTANEOUS
engagements and MULTIPLE engagements. 5

SIMULTANEOUS ENGAGEMENTS - Where a
tank mus-t fire at two or more targets
at the same time with different
weapons. For example, the main gunagainst a SAGGER ATGM, and the CAL .50 '

against a TRUCK.

MULTIPLE ENGAGEMENTS - Where a tank
crew must fire at two or more targets
with the same weapon. For example,
the main gun against a T-72 and then
the main gun against another T-72.

20 "



QUESTIONS

1. Wen yo us ngg two tanks with the-
main gun, you will use a:th

A. Single engagement.
B. Simultaneous engagement.

*C. Multiple engagement.

2. 'When you must en age , truck arid troops
at the same tire, you will use a:

A. Single engagement.
B. Simultaneous engagement.
C. Multiple engagement.

-3. When you must engage only an anti-tank
vehicle, you will use a:

* A. Single engagement.
B B. Simultaneous engagement.
C. Multiple engagement.

4. Using the CAL. 50 and main gun against two
different targets would be a:

A. Single engagement.
B. Simultaneous engagement.

7 C,. lultiple engagement.

0..

2.2
* g~ *~: e Vt.:SAMSUy
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PRE$ARING FOR FIRE COMMANDS

F. INITIAL AND SUBSEQUENT FIRE COMMANDS

There are two kinds of fire commands. They
are INJITIAL fire commnands and SUBSEQUENT fire
Commands. Chey are defined as follows:

I NIT11AL FIRE COMjmAND - This is used
to first engage a specifTic tariet
T f you-,jr gunnery is accurate, only
the initial fire c,)rrma~lnd will be
needed for an encgycien6.

SUBSEQUENT FIRE COMMAND - This fire
command follows an initial fire corn- -5
mand. It is used only if the ini-
tial fire conand did not end the

- .engagement, (the target was not
destroyed).

A- 22



~". .4 ... ............. ............

QUESTIONS

1. A subsequent fire command:

A. Follows every initial fire command.
* " . . -B. Follows some initial fire commands.

,,, C. Never follows an initial fire command.
D. None of the above.

2. An initial fire command:

A. Is used only for the first battlefield
target.

B. Is used for every new battlefield
p ~~target.•[.-

C. Is used only for main gun engagements.
D. Is used only for machinegun engage-

3. If the first fire command did not destroy 4
a target, you would usually issue:

A. An initial fire command.
B. A subsequent fire command.
C. A mixed initial/subsequent. ..
D. None of the above.

' " . i I~.
"  - "

' 
-

~~23
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PRE ARING FOR FIRE COMMANDS

There are four engagement techniques. Each is '

name andbriefly described below:

1. M5EITTSPRECISION - When actual or si
1.mated range to the targ~et is input to the

ballistic computer. M35E1/TTS Precision__
gunnery is considered the ncrrral rode for
the M6CA3 tank. For this set of booklets,
it is automatically input using the laser
rangefinder. An exception occurs when the
estimated range is manually input into the
computer. That exception is discussed in
FM 17-12-3.

::i2. M35E1/TTS BATTLESIGHT - When M35E1/TTS is_
being used with preindexed battlerange
input to the ballistic computer.

3. Ml050 PRECISION - When M105D (telescope)
is being used with estimated range.

4. M105D BATTLESIGHT - When M105D is being
used with battlesight range. .



QUESTIONS

1. The kind of gunnery used for normal mode is:

A. M35E1/TTS Precision.

C. M105D Precision.
D . M105D Battlesight. -e

2. If range cannot be measured with the laser,
and target is beyond battlesight range,
use:

A. M35E1/TTS Precision. -
B. M35El/TTS Battlesight.
C . M105D Precision.
D. M105D Battlesight.

3. If range cannot be measured with the laser, 1
M35EUTTS~~~~~~ no orig adtrgti.wti

battlesight range use:

A. M35E1/TTS Precision.
B. M35E1/TTS Battlesight.
C. M105D Precision.
D. M105D Battlesight.

:4. If range can be measured with the laser,
~ *~.. use:*

A. M35E1/TTS Precision.
B. M35E1/TTS Battlesight.
C. M105D Precision.
D. M105D Battlesight.



5. If range *cannot be measured with the laser,
target is within battlesight range, and
TTS view is present, use: O

A. M35E1/TTS Precision.
. B. M3.9E1/TTS Battlesight.

C. M105D Precision.
* D. M105D Battlesight.

At

4.26.
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SECTION 2

FIRE COMMANDSw~u FOR MACH INEGUN ENGAGEMENTS '

~;4~..~<" . onfir comanSINfLr TARGETS

This seto ilpresent general information
engagre mentss Itoil single target machinegun

engaem~nts.It illreview the following key
points:

, A. THE INITIAL FIRE COMMAND
B. CREW RESPONSES TO INITIAL FIRE

CONMANDS
C. YOUR REACTIONS TO CREW RESPONSES
D. ENDING A MACHINEGUN ENGAGEMENT

2VK
. . . .. . .

I IN ki' 1



SINGLE fARGET MACHINEGUN ENGAGEMENTS

A. THE INITIAL FIRE COMMAND

A correctly stated initial fire command has
four elements (parts). They are:

e ALERT (or WEAPON if TC is-.--
to fire CAL. 50)

* AMMUNITION/WEAPON

• TARGET DESCRIPTION
9 EXECUTION

Each element helps the TC explain the engage-
ment to his crew.

THE ALERT ELEMENT

The ALERT element is announced by naming a
crewmember. For example, the TC might announce.*

GUNNER gr
CALIBER
FIFTY

The ALERT element serves two purposes. The
, first purpose Is to tell the crew that an en-
. gagement is going to take place. The second

purpose .is to tell which crewmember will be
involved in the engagement.

For example:

., IF the TC announces GUNNER--and wants
the gunner to fire the weapon, he has

* told the crew who will fire the engage-ment.

IF the TC announces CAL IBER FIFTY--he
has told the crew he will be using his
weapon for the engagement.

j28
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THE AMMUNITIOT/WEAPON ELEMENT ter.

This element tells the crew which ammunition/
weapon will be used for the engagement. For
example, the TC might announce:

On tanks equipped with a passive sight, this ..-
element also designates the sight to be used
during night operations and, if the target is
to be illuminated, what illumination to use.

- THE TARGET DESCRIPTION ELEMENT

The TARGET DESCRIPTION element tells the crew
which target will be engaged. Enough informa-
tion must be provided to make that target
clear. For example, "TANK", "PC". CHOPPER."
TANK descriptions include all tank-like targets ..

such as howitzers.

Sometimes the TC only announces the name of
the target. For example:

'. Other times, many targets are on the battle-
field. If the TC has a specific target in
mind, he must state the TARGET DESCRIPTION in
more detail. For example:

-- _:THREE TRUCKS, LEFT TRUCK

29
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There may bewcases when the target is moving,Then the target description MUST include theword MOVING. For example: ~T

MOIGITAK

In cases where there are many targets on the ' I
bat-tlefield, and the TC wants the crewmember
conducting the engagem~ent to select the target,
he would announce:

TARGETS OF OPPORTU71ITY

THE EXECUTION ELEMENT

This element tells the crew who will engage
the target and when the target will be engaged. . 6.

The following four examples show all possible
EXECUTfIONi elements.

-30,
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EXECUTIONl
ELEM4ENT WHO WE

FIRE The cretmember named in NOW11
the alert element.

*-~ ~FIRE The crewmiember named in NOW
AND the alert element. He
ADJUST will also adjust his own

fire and continue firingp until target is destroyed
or until told to end the
engagement.

AT MY The crewmember named in Upon
COMMAND the alert element. hearing

FIRE or
FIRE
AND
ADJUST

-- FROM MY The TC will make the NOWA
POSITION engagement.

FIRE COMMAND ELEMENT SEQUENCE

The sequence followed when issuing an initial
- - fire command is usually:

~FIRST *. .. I. ... ALERTI
SECOND ...... AMM4INITION/WEAPON
THIRD ....... TARGET DESCRIPTION
FOURTH . .. EXECUTIONj

For example:

GUNNER, SABOT9 MOVING TANK . FIRE]4

31
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' QUESTIONS

1. For the ALERT element of main gun engage-
ments, the TC would: Ii

. "A. Select a weapon.
B. Name a crewmember.
C. Execute the fire command.D. End the engagement.

2. If four trucks were on the battlefield, I#"
the best target description might be:

A. Trucks. r
B. Four trucks, left truck.
C. Four trucks.
D. Left truck.

[ . 3. TARGETS OF OPPORTUNITY is always announced ! -
when:

A. Many targets are available.
B. More than four targets are present.
C. Engaging crewmember can select a

target.D. All of the above.

-4. FIRE AND ADJUST means:
A. Crewmember is to conduct engagement on

his own.
B. A subsequent fire comuand will be

issued.
C. A new ALERT element will be given,
D . The target description is incorrect. ,,

yt W 8.611- let
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SINIGLE TARGET MACHINEGUN ENGAGEMENTS

B. CREW RESPONSES TO INITIAL FiRE COMMANDS

Certain crewlembers are required to respond to
certain fire command elements. Two kinds of
responses are made. These are:

* During the fire command

* After the fire command (after
the execution element)

RESPONSES DURING THE INITIAL FIRE COMMAND

.. .Crew responses during the initial fire command
helps the TC make sure the crew is preparing
for the engagement. For machinegun engagement
there are three possible responses during the
initial fire command. The first is the LOAD
response.

1. The LOAD response is given by the loader
to tell the TC and gunner that the machine-
gun is loaded and ready to fire. The re-
sponse by the loader is:

lupi

For example:

GUNNER
COAX
TROOPS

UP (LOAD response)

33
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2. The IDENIIFICATION response is made by the
crewmember named in the alert element.
The response indicates whether or not the
target has been located. For example:

GUNNER
COAX
TROOPS

If the gunner located the troop target, he
will respond by saying:

IDENTIFIED

If the gunner cannot identify the target ,;
or has identified a target different from
that announced in the target description,
he must announce:

CANNOT IDENTIFY

For example, the TC announces:

GUNNERCOAX

TROOPS

If the gunner located a truck instead of
troops,.he will respond by saying:

CANNOT IDENTIFY

The IDENTIFICATION response always occurs be-
fore the TC gives the execution element of the
fir e command.

Putting the LOAD response and IDENTIFICATION
I response with the initial fire command, this 'ILI

might occur:

. ~ 5 . . 53
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GUNNEA
COAX
TROOPS p(cdr

I DE -;- 1 17 1ED (gunner)

3.The third response is the LASING response.
Tt too is announced by the creviqernber
namred in the alert element. This respons-

Iind-Icates that the laser rangefinder (LRF !
is going to be used to determine tne nanla
to the target, For example:

4 GUNNER
- COAX

RPG TEAM
UIP (loader)
IDENTIFIED (gunner)
LAS ING

This tells the TC that the gunner has -

IDENTIFIED the RPG team and is LASING
using the LRF to determine the range to
it. LASING must always be announced when

-- using the LRF.

Jkk
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EXCEPTION TO RESPONSES DURING INITIAL FIRE
Z COMMAND

.5 The coax and Cal .50 machineguns are used to
engage AREA or POINT targets. A POINT target
is an ATGM team, RPG team, truck, thin-skinned
armored vehicles, or lightly constructed
covered positions. An AREA target is usually
dismounted infantry or troops. A.

On POINT targets, the gunner should lase to .
the target and use the primary sight". On AREA
targets, the gunner can lase or estimate range
to the target and fire using the infinity
sight in the unity power window.

Depending on the tactical situation, the TC
can estimate range to the target and use the
ballistic reticle to ensure the first burst
is in the target area or determine range using 1 id
the LRF.

Also, when firing the CAL .50 the TC does not P
T7.-ke the LOAD or IDENTIFICATION response.

RESPONSES AFTER THE INITIAL FIRE COMMAND

- There are three responses after the initial

. .,fire- comand-. They are:

1. ENGAGEMENT START response following the
TC's execution element, the crewmember en-
gaging the target will announce: .5

This tells the TC the engagement will now
start by the crewmember firing.

*T~Ji~36
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2. OBSERVATTON response - the only machinegun
round observation made by the TC or gunner

7- is when the target is hit. They would an-
nounce:

.. 3. ADJUSTMENT response - a fire adjustment
response may be given by any crewmember if
he thinks the person firing needs assis-
tance. The adjustment may be for range
and/or deflection.

FOR THE COAX - the adjustment is given
by the TC. This adjustment is optional.

. .. It is given if he thinks the gunner
needs assistance. For example, if he
observes the burst as over, he might
then issue an adjustment response of:

BRING IT DOWN (range adjustment)

If he observes the burst as left, he
might announce:

. IBRING IT RIGHT (deflection
adjustment)

- FOR THE TANK COMMANDER'S MACHINEGUN-
.:,-" fi ..." 'the adjustment is given L; any crew-

member and is optional. As with the

COAX, it is given if a crewmember
thinks the TC needs assistance.

* A4S .; ,",' ,
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EXCEPTION T(F THE RESPONSES AFTER THE INITIAL
FIRE COMMAND

When firing the TC's machinegun, he does not
make the engagement start or round observition
response.

* .COMBINED RESPONSES

If the during and after responses are combined
with the initial fire command, it might sound
like this:

GU NN ER
COAX
TROOPS

UP (loader)
(load)
IDENTIFIED (gunner)
(identification)
LASING (gunner)
(lasing)

FIRE
ON THE WAY (gunner)

(azimuth) adjustment)

S...
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QUESTIONS

1. During the fire command, crew response
comes right after the:

" .. A. ALERT element.
B. AMMUNITION/WEAPON element.
C. TARGET DESCRIPTION element.
D. EXECUTION element.

2. The IDENTIFICATION response tells the TC
that: ,.-

A. The ammunition has been selected.
B. The gunner is ready to fire.

- C. The target has been found.
D. None of the above.

. 3. ON THE WAY is the:

A. ENGAGEMENT START response.
B. OBSERVATION response.
C. IDENTIFICATION response.
D. None of the above.

4. The LASING response tells the TC that:

A. The gunner has located the target.
- " B. .The gunner is using the LRF.

. . -. C. There are multiple range returns.
D None of the above.

5. For the COAX, the adjustment response Is
usually made by the:

A. Loader.
B. Gunner.
C. Tank Commander.

" 0. Any crewmember.

39,
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6. The only observation response for machinegun
engagements is:

A. TARGET only.
B. SHORT.

SC. OVER.
D. DOUBTFUL.

7. The adjustment response may include: ,.,

A. Range adjustment only.
B. Deflection adjustment only.
C. Range and/or deflection adjustments.
D . None of the above.

-~8. The TC coimmand to rerang' to a target is:

A. RERANGE.
*B. FIRE.

C. RELASE.
0. CEASE FIRE.

44
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SINGLE TARGET MACHINEGUN ENGAGEMENTS

C. REACTION TO CREW RESPONSES
AFTER THE FIRE COMMAND

In machinegun engagements, the TC's reactions
to crew responses after the initial fire com-
mand are limited. If the cremember conduct-
ing the engagement announces an observation
response of:

ITARGET

The TC would check the gunner's observation
to assure its accuracy. If the target was

.. -destroyed, he would end the engagement.

If the TC does not think the target was de-
stroyed, he would:

v Remain silent (and the engagement
will continue) JP

or
* Make an adjustment response

or

. End the engagement

_* 4.4 - , 4 '
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U QUESTIONS

1. If the TC disagrees with the crewmember's
observation of TARGET, he can: 'I
A. Remain silent or give a subsequent fire

-" - ,. B.command.
B. End the engagement or give a subsequent

f ire command.
C. Remain silent or end the engagement.
D. Give a subsequent fire command.

2. For machine gun engagements, subsequent .

fire commands: "

A. Are always given.

B. Are sometimes given.
C. Are never given.
D Are given by loader.

3. The OBSERVATION response of "TARGET" -
means:

A. The target has been identified.
B. The target has been hit.
C. The target has disappeared.
D. None of the above.

"-*...I
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SINGLE TARGET MACHINEGUN ENGAGEMENTS

- C D. ENDING A M4ACHINEGUN ENGAGEMENT

If the target has been destroyed, the TC's corn-
-~ .. 7- mand to end the engagement would be:

. . . . .. . jTARGET, CEASE FIRE
If the target has not been destroyed, and the
TC decides to end the engagement, his command
would be:

The above applies to all machinegun engage-
ments except when FIRE AND ADJUST is given.
In this case the crewrnember firing the machine-
gun T~yalso end the engagement if he believes
the targ-et as been destroyed. He ends the
engagement by announcing:

.rc COMPLETE (if TC machinegun is used) 4

or

*TARGET CEASE FIRE (if gunner is using
COAX)

OFF% 43



QUEST-IONS

1. TARGET CEASE FIRE means:

A. Target destroyed, stop firing.
B. Target hit, stop firing.
C. Target lost, stop firing. i
D. None of the above.

2. CEASE FIRE means:

A. Target destroyed, stop firing.4
B. Stop firing.
C. Prepare for subsequent fire commnand.
D. None of the above.

VTI

rS
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SECTION 3 A

M35E1/TTS PRECISION MAIN GUN ENGAGEMENTS
SINGLE TARGET

The next three sections will provide general
~~ information on fire commiands for main gun en- -

gagements. This section will focus on single
target M35E1/TTS precision gunnery. It will __

review the following key points:
* Z

-A. THE INITIAL FIRE COMMAND
B. CREW RESPONJSES TO INITIAL FIRE

COMMANDS
C. THE INITIAL FIRE COMMAND -SPECIAL

CASES :
D. SUBSEQUENT FIRE COMMANDS
E. ENDING THE ENGAGEMENT

U'. '-A "
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I SINGLE TARGET
M35El/TTS PRECISION MAIN GUN ENGAGEMENTS

A. THE INITIAL FIRE C011t-IJDS . ELEMENTS AND SEQUENCE OF THE INITIAL FIRE
* - .COMMAND

The basic elements and sequence of the initial 6 _"

fire command for M35E1/TTS precision main gun
engagements are the same as for machineguns:

~ALERT
:AfMUN1IT ION/ WEAPON

g I .TARGET DESCRIPTION
1EXECUTION

For example, an initial fire cormmand might be
announced as:

GUNNER
SABOT
TAN KP FIRE

Notice that for M35E1/TTS precision main gun
engagements:*

'l1.' The type of main gun ammnunition
... *is named i n the AMMUNITION/WEAPON

element.
2. The GUNNER is always named in the

* ALERT element.
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QUESTIONS

1.Which of these fire commands is in the -

proper order:

A. GUNNER
SABOT
TANK
FIRE

B. TANK
GUNN ER
SABOT
FIRE

C. SABOT
.~ TAN K

GUNNER
D.FIRE
D.None of the above

2. For M35E1/TTS, precision main gun engage-
ments, when is the gunner in the alert
comrmand:

A. Seldom
B. Usually

*C. Always
0. None of the above

3 z
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SINGLE TARGET
M15EI/TTS PRECISION MAIN GUN ENGAGEMENTS

B. CREW RESPONSES TO INITIAL F!RE COI'MA.IIDS

As with machinegun engagements, there are re- . .

sponses during and after the initial fire
command. .

RESPONSES DURING THE INITIAL FIRE COMMAND .

There dre four responses during the initial .

fire command. They are the LOAD response, the
IDENTIFICATION response, the LASING response,

, ..... and the RELASE response. ".

1. LOAD - This response is given by the loader
to tell the TC that the main gun is loaded
according to his command. The response by
the loader is: 4W

2. IDENTIFICATION - The identification re- *

sponse for precision main gun engagements
is the same as that for machinegun engage-
ments. The response is:

- I IDENTIFIED
" CANNOT IDENTIFY -

' . . and is announced by the gunner.

* 3. LASING - This response is given by the TC t..,
or gunner to indicate that the LRF is being ]

-. "fired" to determine target range. Also,
t it -±rponse to RELASE. The response is.

I*RAI
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.. 4. RELASE -This response is given by the TC 9

~~"- '--.

to tell the gunner that there are multiple -<-
, i- returns, and he mu Lst rerange to the target. ..4..The resonse is

IRELASE I

When the LRF is used, there is the possi-
bility of a MULTIPLE RETURN. What this
means is that more than one target range
has been returned to the LRF unit. When
this occurs, the TC must decide whether to -N:.
use the FIRST, SECOND or LAST return or
rerange to the target. If he decides to
use one of the range returns, he will
announce:

If he decides to rerange to the target, he
will announce:

An example of an initial fire command for
M35E1/TTS precision main gun engagements, in-

:- cluding the responses during the command,
would be:

GUNNER
SABOT
TANK

UP (loader)
IDENTIFIED (gunner)
LASING (gunner)

, RELASE
; 'LASING (gunner)

FIRE

For additional information on multiple retulls .
. refer to FM 17-12-3.
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RESOfI[SES qFTER THE INITIAL FIRE COXMAND

There are tree responses after the initial
re t hk~ 7 ',AM START.ire c: h. ey are: he .

resp,3nse, the OBSERVAT[O:1 response, and the

RELOAD response.

. ENGAGEMENT START - The engagement start re-
sponse is the same as for machinegun en-
gagenents. The person conducting the
engagement (gunner or TC) announces:

ON THE WAY

This tells the TC and the crew, that the
main gun is going to fire and the engage-
ment will start. "

2. OBSERVATION - The observation response
occurs during an engagement after each
round is fired. An observation is a mental
notation of where the round strikes in re-
lation to the target. Observations are r
always announced during direct f4 e engage-
ments. The five observations are:

- * TARGET - Any portion of target is hit
' •. OVER - Round, tracer or effects are

observed above the target
SHORT - Round, tracer or effects fall

between firing tank and
target

* DOUBTFUL - Round, tracer or effects are
seen passing to the left or
right of target, but at the
correct range

e LOST - Neither round nor effects ai ~~~observed in relation to, '  r' I'
~~~target,. ,.

som
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3. RELOAD- After the main gun is fired, the
loader reloads the main gun,. When the re-
loading is finished, he announces:

UP

7" COMBINED RESPONSES ,1 ,:i -..,. '. -,!.  f'.,1

If the during and after responses are combined , °-..'.'.
- with the initial fire command for M35E1/TTS

precision main gun engagements, it might sound
like this:

GUNNER
SABOT
TANK

UP (loader)
IDENTIFIED (gunner)

FIRE. LASING (gunner)

ON THE WAY (gunner) ."
TARGET (gunner)
UP (loader)

or 2

• ;, GUNNER ;
":i ~H EAT !

; TRUCK

~ ~ ~' UP (loader)
IDENTIFIED (gunner)
LASING (gunner)

-- FIRE
ON THE WAY (gunner)
LOST (gunner)

. 'UP (loader)

51
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QUESTIONS
* - *

* - 1. After giving the first three elements of
the fire command, what would the TC expect

- to hear from his crew?

* .a ,. ,5 -

S-.A. UP (gunner)
IDENTIFIED (loader)

B. UP (driver)
IDENTIFIED (gunner)
LASING (gunner)

C. IDENJTIFIED (loader) .
UP (gunner)

0. UiP (loader)
IDENTIFIED (gunner)
LASING (gunner)

2. Compared to macinig1n engagements, which .-

of the following "responses during initial
fire command" is new:

A. UP. 1

B. IDENTIFIED.
C. LASING.
D. RELASE.

* 3. After the execution element has been given,
what doeg the gunner say to indicate that

hewil 11 fre the gun?

A. FIRING
B. ON THE WAY
C. READY

* *. 0. None of the above



A. UP (ladr

B. REIR (gnnr

4. When o the mainowgun i rlae wbeatiol

A. DUUP laE)T_
B. RERE(unr
C. SIGTADNBY(rv)

B. OVERRIH
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SINGLE TARGET
M35E1/TTS PRECISION MAIN GUN ENGAGEMENTS

C. THE INITIAL FIRE COMMAND -SPECIAL CASES

.. ~. The ammunition loaded in the main gun may or
may not be the best for the target the crew is
engaging. De-pending on whether it is best,
the way in which the TC gives the initial fire
command may vary. Three amnmunition situations K
are possible:

1. THE BES AMMUNITION IS LOADED

2. THE BEST AMMUNITION TST NOT LOADED, ~b~

YOU CHOOSE TO FIRE ANDf THEN CHANGE
AMMUNITION 1

3. THE BEST AMMUNITION IS NOT LOADED,
* .YOU CHOOSE TO RELOAD WITH1FTHE BEST
* AMMUNITION

1. The BEST AMMUNITION IS LOADED.

The initial fire command and responses, de-
scribed earlier, are used without change. For 4

example:

GUNNER
SABOT

V TANK
UP (loader)
IDENTIFIED (gunner)
LASING (gunner)

FIRE
ON THE WAY (gunner)
TARGET (gunner)
UP (SABOT reloaded)

in this case, SABOT was already loaded in the ~

main gun.

:~ ~54



2. THE BEST AMMUNITION IS NOT LOADED, YOU
CHOOSTFO FIRE AND TM-'TANGE AMMUNITION.

For example, the TC is going to engage a T-72
tank. HEAT is loaded in the main gun. He de-
cides to engage with HEAT and then change to
SABOT. The initial fire command and responses
might be:

GUNNER
HEAT
TANK

UP (loader)
IDENTIFIED (gunner)
LASING (gunner)

FIRE
FIRE SABOT

ON THE WAY (gunner)
TARGET (gunner)
SABOT UP (loader)

Notice the difference in this fire command.
In the AMMUNITION/WEAPON element the TC an-
nounces HEAT, which is already loaded in the
main gun. After his execution command, he

* >, -announces:

.'" "FIRE SAOT

This tells the loader to load SABOT in prepara-
tion for a next engagement. Here is another
example:

55
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GUNNER
SABOT

UP (loader)
IDENTIFIED (gunner) -
LASING (gunner)

FIRE
FIRE HEAT A,

ON THE WAY (gunner)
OVER (gunner) .A
HEAT UP (loader)

3. THE BEST AMMUNITION IS NOT LOADED, YOU
CHOOSE TO RELOAD WITH THE BEST AMMUNITION.

For example, the tank is going to engage a T-72
tank. HEAT is loaded in the main gun. With N
time available, the TC wants SABOT to be used
for the engagement. He decides that the HEAT
round should be unloaded and SA3OT loaded be-
fore the engagement. His initial fire command
might be:

GUNNER
SABOT A_
TANK

SABOT UP (loader)
.- IDENTIFIED (gunner)
LASING (gunner)

.' .FIRE
ON THE WAY (gunner)
SHORT (gunner)
UP (SABOT reloaded)

In this example, the loader's response during
the initial fire command is:

This response tells that the loader has rewased.'
the HEAT round and replaced it-tith SABOT. i',
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QUESTIONS

1. You're facing a T-72 tank and you have a
HEAT round in your main gun. You want to
fire and then change to the best ammunition.

, What would your initial fire command be?

A. GUNNER
SABOT
TANK
FI RE

B. GUNNER
HEAT
SABOT
TANK

C. GUNNER
HEAT

.C':.:-. " ~ TANK
FIRE
FIRE SABOT

D. None of the above

2. You're waiting to ambush a T-72 tank and
you have a HEAT round in your main gun.
You want to change to the best ammunition
before firing. What would the Initial fire it

. command and 'during" responses be?

A. "GUNNtR
SABOT

TANK X.SABOT UP (loader)

IDENTIFIED (gunner)
LASING (gunner)

FIRE

• .

-1
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B. GUNNER
HEAT ,%.%

9TANK %
LASING (gunner)

FIRE UP (loader)
-~ IR ~AOT IDENTIFIED (gunner)

C. GUNNER
HEAT
SABOT
TANK

UP (loader) ~ ~
IDENTIFIED (gunner)

FIRE
D. None of the above j

V7 3-, S-AVMS U
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SINGLE TARGET
M35El/TTS PRECISION MAIN GUN ENGAGEMENTS

1 .D. SUBSEQUENT FIRE COMMANDS

Two conditions must exist for a TC to issue a
subsequent fire command. They are:

l. He thinks the gunner needs help in
achieving target destruction or
disagrees with the gunner's observa-
tion.

2. He did not announce FIRE AND ADJUST
(which permits the gunner to con-
tinue firing with no command from
him).

THE SUBSEQUENT FIRE COMMAND

Each subsequent main gun firing on a fully
operational M60A3 tank is considered a new en-
gagement. Therefore, the ONLY subsequent fire
command given by the TC for M3.E/TTS precision
main gun engagements is REENGAGE. This command
specifies his observation and the laser fire
correction needed to achieve target destruction, a

: For example:

-SHORT (observation)
REENGAGE (method of fire adjustment)
AIM (HIGHER)(LOWER)(laser-fire correction)

RESPONSES TO THE SUBSEQUENT FIRE COMMAND

- "The responses given after the TC's command to ,
REENGAGE are the same as responses given both
during and after an initial fire conmand. r

* ;.:,.. , ~159



These responses are:

. 1. LASING response - The LASING response is
announced by the gunner to tell the TC that
he is using the LRF to determine target

.. .range. In response to the TC's command
REENGAGE, it includes the correction to ai
higher or lower on the target. The re-
sponse is: r

LASING."-.

2. RELASE response - The TC has the option to
accept or reject laser range returns. If
he accepts a range he decides is correct,
he will say: ,

If he rejects the range returns, and wants "V
the gunner to rerange to the target, he
will say:

.3. ENGAGEENT START response This response

follows the TC's execution element (FIRE

. or AT MY COMMAND FIRE) and is announced by
.. *','. the"gunner. The response is:

ON THE WAY

This response tells the crew that the main 1'I
•gun will be fired and the engagement started.

4. OBSERVATION response - The OBSERVATION re-
sponse occurs during the engagement. It Is
the same as the OBSERVATION response after
the initial fire command.

60
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iannounced by the loader. There

sponse tells that the main gun has

sposbseen reoaded. The RELOAD response is:

A complete subsequent fire commnand with re-
sposesmight be:7.

SHORT
REEGAG (T'ssubsequent fire command)

AIM HIGHER (lasing response)

-* FIRE
ON THE WAY (engagement start

response)
TARGET (observation response)
UP (reload response)

or

OVER
REENGAGE (TC subsequent fire commi~and)
AIM LOWER

LASING (lasing response)
* RELASE (relase response)

LASING (lasing response)
,W FIRE

ON THE WAY (engagement, start

response)
TARGET (observation response)

g UP (reload response)
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9 QUEST IONSL

1.If the TC decides on a subsequent fire corn-
mand, he might announce:

A. SHORT
AIM LOWER 2:
REENGAGE

B. SHORT
AIM HIGHER
FIRE

C. SHORT
REENGAGEK
AIM HIGHER

D. None of the above

2. Immediately after a subsequent fire corn-
mand, which response should the TC hear:

A. ON THE WAY
*B. SHORT

C. LASING
D. None of the above

3. What commnand does the TC give to tell the
gunner to rerange:

A. RELASE
'.AIM )iIGHER

S. C. LASE
0. None of the above'

~'j 62
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SINGLE TARGET
M35El/TTS PRECISION MAIN GUN ENGAGEMENTS

$ E. ENDING THE ENGAGEMENT '

Ending a main gun engagement is the same as -ah

ending a machinegun engagement. If the target
has been destroyed, the TC conurand to end the
engagement is:.

TARGETCEASE FIRE

If the target has not been destroyed and he
decides to end the engagement, his command is:

~~CEASE FIRE

A.4~

1. 16
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QUESTIONS ~

1. If the target has not been destroyed but
the TC wants to enathe engagement, what

:1 is his command?

A. HOLD FIRE
B. RECALL FIRE
C. CEASE FIRE
0. None of the above

2. if the target has been destroyed and the
TC wants to end the engagement, what is
his command?

A. KILL HOLD FIRE
B. RECALL TERMINATE FIRE

-C. TARGET CEASE FIRE
D. None of the above

* ~ . - - . A,
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SECTION 4

FIRE COMMANDS FOR BATTLESIGHT
MAIN GUN ENGAGEMENTS

, .. SINGLE TARGET

This is the third of three sections which pro-
vide general information on fire commands for
main gun engagements. This section will focus
on single target battlesight gunnery. It will
review the following key points:

A. THE INITIAL FIRE COMMAND
B. CREW RESPONSES TO THE INITIAL FIRE

COMMAND .
C. THE INITIAL FIRE COMMAND SPECIAL CASES
D. SUBSEQUENT FIRE COMMANDS
E. ENDING THE ENGAGEMENT

• . 5;..' "

%" . .*+.

... . .. ... . .. . . '5t.1S
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SINGLE TARGET BATTLESIGHT
MAIN GUN ENGAGEMENTS

A. THE INITIAL FIRE COMMAND

... ... ELEMENTS AND SEQUENCE OF THE INITIAL FIRE ,
COMMAN DI
A correctly stated initial fire command for a C Li
main gun battlesight engagement is similar to
that for machinegun and single target preci-
sion main gun engagements. The difference is I
that the A:MUNITION/WEAPON element is replaced
by a BATTLESIGHT element. BATTLESIGHT engage-
ments are primarily used when the LRF is not
operational, but can be used when firing on
most dangerous surprise targets. The BATTLE-
SIGHT element is always announced as:

.BATTLES IGHT

For example:

GUNNER
BATTLES IGHT
TANK -
FIRE or

. " ~or . :

GUNNER
BATTLESIGHT
TRUCK . .
F IRE

,-..-. • IR .,

.... . .. 1. 
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QUESTIONS

I.Which of these fire commands is in the
proper order?

:4A. GUNNER
BATTLESIGHT
TANK..
FIRE

B. GUNNER
TAN K
BATTLESIGHT . ..

FIRE
C . BATTLESIGHT

GUNNER
TANK .. .
FIRE

D. None of the above

2. What do you state for the AMMUNITION/WEAPON
element in main gun battlesight engagements
fire comands?

A. Ammunition or
BATTLES IGHT

B . Weapon or

~.BATTLESIGHT

BATTLESIG HT
D.None of the above

4'1



SINGLE TARGET BATTLESIGHT
MAIN GUN ENGAGEMENTS

B. CREW RESPONSES TO THE INITIAL FIRE COMMAND ""

As with machinegun and single target precision
main gun engagements, there are crew responses
during and after the initial fire command.

RESPONSES DURING THE INITIAL FIRE COMMAND

There are two responses during the initial fire
command for single target battlesight main gun
engagements. They are the: "

1. LOAD response
and

2. IDENTIFICATION response

Both responses are the same as for single tar-
get precision main gun engagements. Since the
LRF is not used, the LASING and RELASE re-
sponses are omitted. For example:

GUNNER II
BATTLESIGHT

" - UP (loader)
FIRE IDENTIFIED (gunner)

RESPONSES AFTER THE INITIAL FIRE COMMAND ..

. Responses after the initial fire command are
almost the same as for single target precision
main gun engagements:

468
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' I 2. OBEVTO response

.. ... + .... 3. RELOAD response.,

. The only difference is that the gunner will not
..,.. apply the REENGAGE technique of fire adjustment.

He must apply one of three alternate methods:

9 Standard Mil
- Range Change
0 Target Form

STANDARD MIL ADJUSTMENT. This method of fire

adjustment is used only with non-ballistic
reticles (M35E1/TTS, Rangefinder). The standard
adjustment for SABOT and HEAT is 1 mil for both
elevation and deflection at all ranges. For
example:

FIRE
ON THE WAY (gunner)
SHORT (gunner)
UP (loader)

- In the above example, the gunner has indicated
that his observation of the round was SHORT of

;- the target. If the TC does not issue a subse- .
quent fire command, the gunner would ADO 1 mll

, on the iertical range line, lay that aiming
point on target center of mass, announce ON
THE WAY, and fire. For example:

(ADD ONE) (stand. mil adjust.

ON THE WAY (gunner) I

If the gunner also observed that the round was
left (or right) of target, he would make a,
I 1 mil adjustment in deflection before fir ,og

69 Z
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For example: .

(RIGHT ONE) (stand. mil adjust.

RANGE~v' CHANGE* ADJUSTMENT., hi method offire

., ,3;, CHANGE This,+ is

1adjustment is used only when firing from the
M105D telescope because the vertical range line
is graduated in meters. The standard adjust-
ment for range is 200 meters. For example: .

(ROPHTW NED) (stan ad.u rang ,;hange

ment.isusedwit theblliti on on-ballisti

:. .i .ON THE WAY (gu ner

TARGET FORM ADJUSTMENT - This form of adjust-

.T . ... djsment is used th t he i i ng o r o- al t ic,.:-,

r ticles, One FORM is the visible height or

width of the target. Target form hanges are
made in one-half form increments. For example,
if the gunner observed the round to strikeF
short and left of th e target, he might:

(RIGHT ONE FORM) (range adjustment)
IADD ONE-HALF FORM) (deflection adjust)£
ON THE WAY (gunner)

- NOTE: TARGET FORM is being reviewed by Weapons .

Department personnel and may be discon
tinued as a method or technique of fire
adjustment. Consult FM 17-12-3 for cure, I
rent changes.

.- .. u n 70
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QUESTIONS

1. Which method of fire adjustment cannot be .:
;:: .: ..- used when firing battlesight?, .

: :.;A. Standard Mil
.. ; B. Range Change,:<,
"'. C. Reengage ..;
,:'. D. Target Form ';,*

i;' 2. What is the Standard Mil adjustment for both -
• ' ~range and deflection? -- :

.4

.. A. I mil"'
! .... B. 2 mils

C 3 mils QSO.-.
; D. None of the above '

- 1'" 3. What is the Range Change adjustment for be,
range? Cn

'0 A. 2 mils ii
B. 200 meters !
C. R mileen

r, D 10O0 meters t ,.
4. What is Target Form?

2.hA. tisible height of M60A3 tank
B. Visible height and width of target
C. Standard height and width of target
D. None of the above

715.
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5. Target forms changes are made in increments
of:

A. one-half mil
B. one mil

S.C. one-hal f meter
D. one meter

M P"
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SINGLE TARGET BATTLESIGHT MAIN GUN ENGAGEMENTS -

C. THE INITIAL FIRE COMMAND-SPECIAL CASES .7,,

The same three special cases apply to battle-
.. ,sight gunnery as they did to precision gunnery.

S' ...... -Situations could be as follows:

1. THE BEST AMMUINITION IS LOADED
2. THE BEST AMMUNITION IS NOT LOADED, L.

YOU CHOOSE TO FIRE AND THEN CHANGE-
- AMMUNITION

3. THE BEST AMMUNITION IS NOT LOADED,
YOU CHOOSE TO RELOAD--WITHTHE BEST

- AMMUNITION

' .The modifications to the TC's fire command, and
.:. ' to the loader's responses, are the same as for

single target precision main gun engagements
for the first two situations.

For the situation where "the best ammunition is
not loaded, the TC chooses to reload with the
best ammunition" there is a difference. He an-
nounces the ammunition he wants loaded immedi- .

ately after announcing BATTLESIGHT. For example,
suppose he had SABOT loaded but wanted HEAT.

j "He would announce:

GUNNER HEA
- " ,BATTLESIGHT HEA

PC

- . - * . . :!
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SINGLE TARGET BATTLESIGHT MAIN GUN ENGAGEMENTS ;:".[.2

D. SUBSEQUENT FIRE COMMANDS,;. --.'

i .... . After the initial fire commnand, the TC may take--
-. :one of three actions: -Z

1. END THE ENGAGEMENT2. REMAIN SILENT
3. ISSUE A SUBSEQUENT FIRE CItAD

1S END THE ENGAGEMENT TS

AtThe engagement is ended if the TC believes

_ that the target has been destroyed or if he
i::L,; - ........ wishes to end the engagement for other I: i:

oe rea sons.ftr acis.

S2. REMAIN SILENT
The TC would remain silent if: .blive

hA. The target was not hit rr

The TC agrees with the gunner's round otherf

sobservation

i .. and

. The TC believes the gunner can cor-

.; ... :i "rectly adjust his fire
,.., A. The target was nhit

and
The TC wants to hit it again without

' adjustment

.The TC's silence tells the gunner to fire when
ejready. cya.th fi

,j.. .The crew responses after the gunner fires are.,,,- ,,4
.. Thth e as those following 9he initial fire

dcommand,

TheTC ant-tohitt gai wihou



An example of an initial fire commnand and sub-
sequent firing where the TC remains silent
might be:

GUNNERP BATTLESIGHT

UP (loader)
IDEN4TIFIED (gunner)I FIRE
ON THE WAY (gunner)
SHORT (gunner)
UP (loader)
STC silent)

-Standard Mil adjustment)
ON THE (gunner)
ON HEWAY (gunner),

~ TARGET (gunner)
UP (loader)

or

GUOERNguner

I UP (loader)

IDNIFE (gu(gnnner

ON THE WAY-(gunner)
TAERE (gunner)
UP (loader)
(TC siet

(RneCag dutet

V(gunner

ON THE WA (gnnr



3. ISSUE A SUBSEQUENT FIRE COMMAND

* .* The TC will announce a subsequent fire command
if:

A. The target was hit and he wants to

fire again with adjustment
or

B. The target was not hit
and - :

The gunner responds LOST and the TC
has a short or over observation

or
The TC's observation does not agree
with the gunner's

or
The TC's observation agrees with
the gunner's but he wants to specify
a firing adjustment

ELEMENTS OF THE SUBSEQUENT FIRE COMMAND ,,..

A subsequent fire command for battlesight main
gun engagements has four elements. They are:

- ALERT i.;a.
. DEFLECTION CORRECTION
*.RANGE CORRECTION

." . EXECUTION

ALERT ELEMENT

The ALERT element in the subsequent fire com-
mand differs from the alert element in the il-
tial fire command. Instead of only getting the
gunner's attention, it tells the gunner the
TC's observation (which may be the same or
different than the gunner's). Of course, it I

S.also alerts the rest of the crew that the

76'



engagement will continue., Examples of the
ALERT element for a subsequent fire command
are:

or

DOUBFUL
or SHOIi
or

DEFLECTION CORRECTION ELEMENT

The DEFLECTION CORRECTION element tells the
-gunner how far right or left to place his next

round. It is stated in mils or increments of
one-half target forms. For example:

RIGHT TWO MILS jor RIGHT ONE FORM

* *~ * or

LEFTONE MIII or LEFT ONE-HALF FR

The DEFLECTION CORRECTION element is optional,
*you will not need to use it when your observa-

*. .. tion is "LINIE."

77.
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RANGE CORRECTION ELEMENT

The RANGE CORRECTION element tells the gunner
S-how much higher or lower to place the next

round. It is stated in mils, meters or target
forms. For example: i

DD ONE MIL or ADD 200 METERS or DD ONE FORM

or

R TO MIS or DROP 200 METERS or OP TWO FORMS ,

The RANGE CORRECTION element is also optional
and will not be used when the observation is
"DOUBTFUL."

EXECUTION ELEMENT

The EXECUTION element is stated exactly as with f
all other fire commands:

.'"FIRREE 4-'"-" ~or '"#

.1 AT MY COMMAN

CREW" RESPONSES AFTER THE SUBSEQUENT FIRE
COMMAND

The three crew responses after the subsequent
fire command are as follows:

1. REENGAGEM.ENT START
.:I 12 OBSERVATION i

~3. RELOAD .

78 , ,
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The TC should be very familiar with these re-
sponses. An example of the responses after a
subsequent fire command might be: ".-,-S

FIRE
ON THE WAY (reengagement start)

..OV ER (o bse rva t ion )
UP (reload)

or -.. -/ .

FIRE
ON THE WAY (reengagement start)
TARGET (observation)
UP (reload)

COMBINED SUBSEQUENT FIRE COMMAND AND CREW
RESPONSES

An example of a subsequent fire command and
crew responses might be:

GUNNER
BATTLESIGHT
TRUCK

UP (loader)
.. *FRIDENTIFIED (gunner), . ~FI.RE" 

L :
4 ?- . .+ ,4 , FO N T H E W A Y ( g u n n e r )

LOST (gunner)
UP (loader)

SHORT (Alert)
LEFT ONE MIL (Deflection correction)
ADD TWO MILS (Range correction) .14

FIRE (Execution)
ON THE WAY (reengagement start)

(gunner)
TARGET (observation) (gunner)
UP (reload) (loader)

79
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or
GUNNER

BATTLESIGHT

TANK
UP (loader) j.
IDENTIFIED (gunner)

FIRE
ON THE WAY (gunner) '
OVER (gunner)
UP (loader)

OVER
DROP TWO HUNDRED METERS
FIRE

ON THE WAY (gunner)
LOST (gunner)
UP (loader)

In the last example, the TC would have to an-
nounce at least one more subsequent fire corn-
mand if he had an observation. .
Here is another example:

GUNNER
BATTLES IGHTI
TANK

UP (loader)
IDENTIFIED (gunner)

FIRE
ON THE WAY (gunner)
TARGET (gunner)
UP (loader)

TARGET
RIGHT ONE-HALF FORM
FIRE

ON THE WAY (gunner)
TARGET (gunner)
UP (loader)

80
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SINGLE TARGETOBATTLESIGHT MAIN GUN ENGAGEMENTS__

E. ENDING THE ENGAGEMENT

-*-Ending a battlesight engagement is announced
the same as in machine gun and precision main

-: **** gun engagements.

81V.
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V U QUESTIONS i

1. If the gunner announces TARGET and the TC , .
wants to hit the target again, he would <N
probably: W

A. Announce TARGET FIRE.
B. Announce REENGAGE.
C. Announce REPEAT.
D. Remain silent.

2. Gunner announces observation response.
TC agrees with gunner and would
probably:

A. End the engagement.
B. Issue subsequent fire command.
C. Remain silent.
D. Issue initial fire command.

3. TC is going to give a subsequent fire com-
mand. His alert element is DOUBTFUL. His ,T
range correction would be:

A. UP forms.
B. ADD forms.
C. DOWN, forms.
D. None of the above.

4. TC i-s going to give a subsequent fire corn-
,.. mand, His alert element is SHORT. His

range correction would be: ,

A. ADD meters.
D B. ADD forms

C. ADD mils T
D. All of the above.

Got~ aOE 3Z 0o1 MSASV,

82
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e SECTION 5

FIRE COMMANDS
FOR M105D PRECISION MAIN GUN ENGAGEMENTS

S . SINGLE TARGET

This is the last of three sections dealing with
main gun engagements. The section will focus
on single target M1O5D (Telescope) precision
gunnery. As with the other main gun engagement
sections of this booklet, it will discuss the
following points:

A. THE INITIAL FIRE COMMAND
B. CREW RESPONSES TO INITIAL FIRE

COMMANDS
C. THE INITIAL FIRE COMMAND - SPECIAL

CASES
D. SUBSEQUENT FIRE COMMANDS

, , *~ E. ENDING THE ENGAGEMENT

.olt

4 . • . 83
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* SINGLE TARGET
M1O5D PRECISION MAIN GUN ENGAGEMENTS

A. THE INITIAL FIRE COMMAND

The initial fire command for MO5D precision
main gun engagements contains one additional
element. That element is:

The RANGE element is announced immediately
after the TARGET DESCRIPTION element. For
example:

*GUNNER ._ ....... SA B O T "' -'

TANK
TWO THOUSAND (estimated range)
FIRE

or

GUNNER
HEAT
TRUCK
ONE FIVE HUNDRED (known range)
FIRE

.~ 84
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1. Th aneetiain.o.10Dpecso

1. ThAnger etimaetionefrptionDpecso.*

B. Afte alert

-4
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SINGLE TARGET
M1O5D PRECISION MAIN GUN ENGAGEMENTS

,' .. B. CREW RESPONSES TO INITIAL FIRE COMMANDS

RESPONSES DURING THE INITIAL FIRE COMMAND

The two crew responses during the initial fire
command are:

1. LOAD response -

and -'-'.. 2. IDENTIFICATION response ,-.-

These responses were described in earlier sec-
tions of this booklet.

7 ,CREW RESPONSES AFTER THE INITIAL FIRE COMMAND

The three crew responses after the initial fire
command are the same as those for battlesight.
gunnery-

1. ENGAGEMENT response
2. OBSERVATION response
3. RELOAD response

With battlesight gunnery, the gunner cannot
, apply the REENGAGE technique of fire adjust-

4-1 ment. -He must use STANDARD MIL, RANGE CHANGE, ,

or TARGET FORM methods.

COMBINED RESPONSES

The during and after responses, combined with
the initial fire command for 105D precision
main gun engagements, might sound like this:

86



* GUNNER
SABOT
TAN K
ONE SEVEN HUNDREDu (odr

(7 IREIDENTIFIED (gunner)

* ~ON THE WAY (gunner)
SHORT (gunner)
UP (loader)

or

GUNNER
HEAT
TRUCK

- ONE THREE HUNDRED
UP (loader)
IDENTIFIED (gunner)

7 FIRE
ON THE WAY (gunner)
TARGET (gunner)
UP (loader)

87
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SINGLE TARGET NO
M1O5D PRECISION MAIN GUN ENGAGEMENTS

C. THE INITIAL FIRE COMMAND- "
SPECIAL CASES

The special cases for M1O5D precision main gun
engagements are the same as those for other !
forms of main gun engagements:

1. THE BEST AMMUNITION IS LOADED
2. THE BEST AMMUNITION IS NOT

LOADED, YOU CHOOSE TO FIRE AND
THEN CHANGE AMMUNITION

3. THE BEST AMMUNITION IS NOT
LOADED, YOU CHOOSE TO RELOAD
WITH THE BEST AMMUNITION

The way in which the TC modifies his initial 0.
fire command, and the responses he receives 5
from the crew, are also the same as for other I
forms of main gun engagements.

%' 'a i
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* . SINGLE TARGET
M1O5D PRECISION MAIN GUN ENGAGEMENTS

D. SUBSEQUENT FIRE COMMANDS

Possible actions following the initial fire
command are the same as those for battlesight
gunnery. Rather than detail those actions,
only a review will be provided.

After the initial fire command, the TC may take
one of three actions:

A. End the engagement ---
B. Remain silent .--

C. Issue a subsequent fire command

1. He would end the engagement if he believes
the target has been destroyed or if he

.wishes to terminate for other reasons.

2. He would remain silent if:

A. The target was not hit
Hagesand ; -

He agrees with the gunner'sobservation

and
He believes the gunner will

j- --.correctly adjust his fire
. • B. The target was hit

and
He wants to hit it again

-. * . His silence tells the gunner to fire when
ready.

89
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3. He wouldannounce a subsequent fire command
if: I-

A. The target was hit and he wants
to adjust fire to assure target
destruction

B. The or
B. The target was not hit .,

and
The gunner responds LOST and
he has an observation of
SHORT, OVER, or DOUBTFUL

or
The TC's observation does
not agree with the gunner's

or
.. The TC's observation agrees

with the gunner's but he
wants to specify a firing
adjustment

The subsequent fire command for M1O5D preci-
sion ;iain gun engagements is the same as sub-
sequent fire commands for battlesight main gun
engagements. The subsequent fire command in-

'," cludes the elements of: '

.ALERT

-.. . .,DEFLECTION CORRECTION
RANGE CORRECTION

.EXECUTION

A subsequent fire command might sound like
this:

• ". : : OVER , .

RIGHT TWO FORMS

90
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The crew res~onses after the subsequent fire
command are identical to those after the subse-
quent fire command for battlesight gunnery.
The responses are:

*REENGAGEMENT START
OBSERVATION
RELOADJ

-- If the initial and subsequent fire cormmands
are combined with the crew responses, it might
sound like this:

GUNNER
SABOT

* TAWO THOUSAN~D (estimated range)

UP (loader)
IDENTIFIED (gunner)

FIREON THE WAY (gunner)

SHORTF (gunner)
UP (loader)

SHORT
LEFT ONE FORM (subsequent
UP ONE FORM fire commnand)
FIRE

ON THE WAY '(responses
TARGET to subse-
UP quent

command)
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. SINGLE TARGET J
M105D PRECISION MAIN GUN ENGAGEMENTS

E. ENDING THE ENGAGEMENT

Ending a M105D precision main gun engagement
is done in the same manner as all other main
gun engagements.

.1
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e SECTION 6

ENGAGEMENTS INVOLVING MANY TARGETS

The next battlefields will probably be quite
complex. Instead of a single target, the crew

~ ~: may have to engage many targets, some at the
same time. This section will discuss fire Comn-
mands for engagements involving many targets.
The section will focus on the following key__
points:

2A. MULTIPLE ENGAGEMENTS
B. SIMULTANEOUS ENGAGEMENTS
C. COMBINED MULTIPLE AND SIMULTANEOUS

ENGAGEMENTS

4-7
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ENGAGEMENTS INVOLVING MANY TARGETS

A. MULTIPLE ENGAGEMENTS -/

If the crew must fight many targets, the TC 4,
may choose to use a:

MULTIPLE ENGAGEMENT
... or

"-'., SIMULTANEOUS ENGAGEMENT

KINDS OF MULTIPLE ENGAGEMENTS

There are two kinds of multiple engagements.
The first kind is where there are many targets
and the TC wants the gunner to pick the tar-
gets and their order of engagement. That kind
of multiple engagement is called an:

OPPORTUNITY MULTIPLE ENGAGEMENT .

The second kind of multiple engagement is where
the TC will pick the targets and their order of :
engagement. That kind of multiple engagement
is called a:

SEQUENCED MULTIPLE ENGAGEMENT

Mvltiple engagements refer to the presence of
*-,. more than one main gun target. Depending on

the status of the tank the gunner may fire
either:

1. '435EI/TTS Precision
2. M35EI/TTS Battlesight
3. M5SD Precision gh
4. MIOSO Battlesight J

"-. .
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OPPORTUNITY.MULTIPLE ENGAGEMENT- M35E1/TTS '
The only difference between this engagement
and any of the single target engagements is
that the TC announces:

I TARGETS OF OPPORTUNITY .

for the target description element of the ini-
tial fire corimand. All other parts of an
OPPORTUNITY MULTIPLE ENGAGEMENT are identical
to a single target engaement. For example
(using M,351/TTS precision with no malfunctions):

GUNINER ,-_
SABOT

- TARGETS OF OPPORTUNITY
UP (loader)
IDENTIFIED (gunner)

,...,.. IELASING (gunner)
FIRE

ON THE WAY (gunner)
SHORT (gunner)
LASING (gunner)
UP (loader)
ON THE WAY (gunner)
TARGET (gunner)
UP (loader)

,,' "TARGET CEASE FIRE

An OPPORTUNITY MULTIPLE ENGAGEMENT ends when
. the TC announces CEASE FIRE or TARGET CEASE

- FIRE.

-..
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1. SQUECl~iMU~iLTIPLE ENGAMENTSII PRCSO

Issuing the fire command for a SEQUENCED MULTI-
PLE ENGAGEMENT is easy. For M35EI/TTS pre-
cision, the initial fire command (including

*i during and after responses) remain the same.
However, the TC must make sure tha't:

-A. The target description includes two or
more targets and that one of the tar-
gets is named as your first engagement
target, For example: "---

TVREE TANKS, LEFT TANK

B. During the gunner's identification
response, saying IDENTIFIED means
that he sees all three targets and
has the first engagement target in'-"'. " " !his sights. :|

For SEQUENCED MULTIPLE ENGAGEMENTS, the subse-
quent fire commands and engagements are also
the same.

The only different actions taken for a
SEQUENCED MULTIPLE ENGAGEMENT are the following: v,
The TC must announce the next target to be en-

gaged and an execution coRind after the Ini-
tial'target has been destroyed. The gunner
then announces that he has identified the next

, target. For example:

96
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GUNNER .

SABOT .
TWO TANKS, (2 or more targets,
LEFT TANJK target for engagement

named)
I, UP

IDENTIFIED (seen two targets

LASING and will engage
left tank first)

FIRE
ON THE WAY
TARGET
UP

TARGET (first target de-
RIGHT TANK stroyed, next target

named)
-+ IDENTIFIED (next target

identified)

FIRE (execution)

NOTE: When the targets are at approximately
the same range, the gunner should NOT
lase to the next target. Given thaF
the first target has been destroyed,
the range indexed into the computer
will be accurate to destroy the next
tank target. comlee ir n

,. Here"is'an example of a complete fire commandfor a SEQUENCED MULTIPLE ENGAGEMENT using M35EI/
TTS precision (with no malfunction).

'I..> -:
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U. GUNNER r

LEFT TRUCK UP(odr
IDENTIFIED (gunner)
LSING (gunner) A

~ ~**FIREON THE WAY (gunner)I
TARGET (gunner)
UP (loader)

TARGET, RIGHT TRUCK
IDENTIFIED (gunner) :~t

FIRE
ON THE WAY (gunner)
TARGET (gunner)
UP (loader)

TARGET, CEASE FIRE

in the above example, both trucks were de-f
stroyed and the tank cormmander ended the en-
gagement.f

2. SEQUENCED MULTIPLE ENGAGEMENTS S ATTLESIGHT

SEQUENCED MULTIPLE ENGAGEMENTS for M35E1/TTS

battlesight are the same as for M35EI/TTS pre-

'~~: ~ fire commands and add the additional comiands
and responses. For example:
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GUNNER *

BATTLESIGHT.F
- TWO TRUCKS, LEFT

TRUCK
UP (loader)
IDENTIFIED (gunner)

.,FIRE
ON THE WAY (gunner)
TARGET (gunner)
UP (loader)

TARGET RIGHT
TRUCK

IDENTIFIED (gunner)FIRE.e.

ON THE WAY (gunner)
SHORT (gunner)
UP (loader)

SHORT
RIGHT ONE FORM

"- ADD ONE FORM
FIRE

ON THE WAY (gunner)
TARGET (gunner)-" ~~UP (loader) ,:

TARGET CEASE FIRE U lodr

Notice in the above example that a subsequent
.. fire command was necessary in order to destroy

the right truck.

3. SEQUENCED MULTIPLE ENGAGEMENTS - BATTLESIGHT

SEQUENCED MULTIPLE ENGAGEMENTS for M1050 bat-
tlesight are also the same as for M35EI/TTS

- :BATTLESIGHT. For an example of a SEQUENCED
MULTIPLE ENGAGEMENT using MIOSD battlesight, 'A
refer to the example for M35EI/TTS battlesight. .
The format is the same.

hon -. .4,



GUNNER • ,
SABOT "
TWO TANKS,

RIGHT TANK
TWO THOUSAND (estimated range for

first target)
UP (loader) iI

FIRE; IDENTIFIED (gunner)F IRE ;'

ON THE WAY (gunner) '
TARGET (gunner) "
UP (loader)

TARGET
LEFT TANK

ONE NINE HUNDRED (estimated range for
next target)

- F REIDENTIFIED (gunner)
FIRE, ..-

ON THE WAY (gunner)
TARGET (gunner) t_

TARGET CEASE FIRE U ( d

.10
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, QUESTIONS

1. The two types of multiple target engage-
ments are:

A. Opportunity and sequenced.
: -- B. Opportunity and battlesight. .,.

,....- C. Sequenced and battlesight.
D. Battlesight and precision.

2. In a sequenced multiple engagement, the
targets are selected by:

A. The gunner.
B. The tank commander.
C. Either the gunner or tank commander.
D. None of the above. z:-

3. The difference between M105D precision
" sequenced multiple engagements and other

sequenced multiple engagements is that:

A. MlO5D precision has range announced.
B. M1050 precision has more gunner re-

sponses.
C. M1O5D precision has no range.
D. None of the above.

5,,-.. ,,,
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ENGAG4_ENTS INVOLVING MANY TARGETS
I

B. SIMULTANEOUS ENGAGEMENTS .

Simultaneous engagements occur when more than
one weapon must be used at the same time. The
most common simultaneous engagement is when the
main gun and the TC's machinegun must be used .
together. In this case the TC gives control
of the main gun to the gunner. He then an-
nounces that he is going to fire his machine-
gun. For example

GUNNER
SABOT
TANK [

- ........ UP (loader) ;'''

IDENTIFIED (gunner)
LASING (gunner)

FIRE AND ADJUST
CAL. 50

The FIRE AND ADJUST command means that thegunner has control of the main gun target en-
gagement until the TC completes his engagement.
CAL. 50 means that the TC is going to fire his
machinegun. .7
In.a simultaneous engagement, the initial fire :

command-is the same as for single target en-
' *.* gagements except for "FIRE AND ADJUST" and

"CAL. 50." The response for the Initial fire
command also remains the same.

When a simultaneous engagement is conducted,
the gunner continues to fire until his target
is destroyed. When he believes the target is
destroyed he will announce:

JTARGET, CEASE FIRE
S102
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In the same way, the TC continues firing his %

machinegun until the target is destroyed. When
- he believes it is destroyed, he announces:

ITC COPLETE I
If the TC announces TC COMPLETE before the gun-

-' ner has destroyed his target, he automatically
resumes control of the main gun engagement.
The engagement then becomes a normal single
target or multiple target engagement.

An example of a simultaneous engagement firing
command (using M1O5D battlesight) might be:

GUNN ER
BATTLESIGHT
TRUCK

UP (loader)
IDENTIFIED (gunner)

FIRE AND ADJUST
CAL. 50

ON THE WAY (gunner)
SHORT (gunner)
UP (loader)
ON THE WAY (gunner fires

without TC command)
TC COPLETE TARGET CEASE FIRE (gunner)
TC COMPLETE (TC target destroyed)

In the above example, the gunner destroyed his
".target before the TC was complete. The gunner

then announced his own end of engagement.

Another example, using M35E1/TTS precision
might be:

5,. -5
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GUNNER f
SABOT
TAN K

UP (loader)
IDENTIFIED (gunner)
LASING (gunner)

FIRE AND ADJUST
CAL. 50

ON THE WAY (gunner)
SHORT (gunner)
LASING (gunner)
UP (loader)
ON THE WAY (gunner)

TC, COMPLETE
SHORT (gunner)
UP (loader)

ITARGET CEASE FIRE

In this example, the TC announced TC COMPLETE
before the gunner had destroyed the target.
The TC then resumed control of the main gun
engagement.

A %
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QUESTIONS .

1. In a simultaneous engagement, the main gun
is controlled by:

A. The tank coumander.
B. The gunner.
C. Either the gunner or tank commander.
D. None of the above.

2. When the TC has finished his CAL. 50 en-
gagement, he:

A. Announces TC COMPLETE. .

B. Takes control of main gun.
C. Both a and b.
D. Neither a nor b.

3. The execution command for a simultaneous
-,- engagement is:

A. FIRE.
, B. FIRE AND ADJUST.

C. CONTINUE FIRING.

D. REENGAGE.

..... 
. . ...
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ENGAGEM~INTS INVOLVING MANY TARGETS__

C. COMBINED MULTIPLE AND SIMULTANEOUS ENGAGEMENT7S
4 1,

*COMBINING THE MULTIPLE AND SIMULTANEOUS ENGAGE-
MENTS

~. ~. Sometimes the battlefield becomes so compli- I
cated that the TC must conduct both a MULTIPLE
and SIMULTANEOUS ENGAGEMENT at the same time. r
The following example will help explain:

46
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- (CONDWIOI M35E1/TTS precision) - __

GUNNER
SABOT

*TWO TANKS, (multiple engagement)
RIGHT TANK

-~ UP
A- IDENTIFIED

LAS ING
-FIRE AND (simultaneous

ADJUST engagement)
CAL. 50

ON THE WAY
TARGET 0zz*

....... LASING (gunner lases and
fires at remaining
tank)

ON THE WAY
TC, COMPLETE (TC resumes control)

SHORT
UP

* SHORT
REENGAGE
AIM HIGHER

LAS ING 4

FIEON THE WAY

* TARGET

TARGETU
CEASE FIRE

*In the above example, a SEQUENTIAL MULTIPLE 00
A.ENGAGEMENT was used.

-Following is a possible example of an OPPaR
* TUNITY MULTIPLE ENGAGEMENT and a SIMUTNUSt.

ENGAGEMENT (using M105D battlesight):



N.6

GUNNER ' ___

BATTLES I GHT
TARGETS OF (opportunity multiple)
OPPORTUNITY

UP
IDENTIFIED

FIRE AND ASN
ADJUST
CAL. 50

ON THE WAY
- SHORT

UP
ON THE WAY
TARGET

TC COMPLETE (TC target destroyed)
UP :-

ON THE WAY
SHORT

" " :"SHORT
RIGHT ONE FORM
ADD ONE FORM
FIRE ..

ON THE WAY
TARGET
UP

TARGET,
[_CEASE FIRE (end of engagement)

Notice *that the tank commander can resume CO,_
trol of the engagement at any time.

. " -;+,
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SECTION 7

REPEATING/CORRECTING FIRE COMMANDS

. .In a tank the TC may announce the wrong fire
command or a crewmember will not hear his

. . . ,, correct fire command. This section will re-
view those problems. It will review the fol-
lowing key points:

A. REPEATING ELEMENTS OF THE FIRE COMMAND
B. CORRECTING ERRORS IN FIRE COMMAND ELE-

MENTS
C. CORRECTING ERRORS IN FIRE COMMAND SE-

QU ENCE
A. REPEATING ELEMENTS OF THE FIRE COMMAND.

Any time a crewmember does not hear an element
of the fire command, he will ask the TC to re-
peat it. He will do that by announcing the
element he did not hear. in the form of a
question. For example, suppose the TC was go-
ing to announce this fire command:

GUNNER
HEAT
TRUCK

and the gunner did not hear the target descrip-
tion. The gunner would say:

', -- TARGET DESCRIPTION? -

which would tell the TC to repeat the tar t-
description (TRUCK).

,.' 
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B. CORRE;TING ERRORS IN FIRE COMMAND
ELEMENTS.

..-. . To correct an element in the fire command the
TC first announces: _.

... :- ; CORRECTION .,

Then he repeats the entire fire command from
where he made the error. 1.
For example, suppose the TC announced the fol-

:. lowing fire command:

LOADER ____

HEAT
TANK

After he gave the target description, he de-
- , "cided that he had made a mistake in the alert

element. Instead of LOADER he wanted to an-
nounce GUNNER.

To correct the error, the TC must announce COR-
RECTION and then repeat everything in the fire
command from where he made the error. In the
above example, he would correct the error by
announcing:

CORRECTION
GUNNER
HEAT
TANK

Remember, when the TC correctsIS errr InI
.. ,fire commnand element, hie repim ~Iti 1f0ltl't

fire command from where he-ma-W erro. "k

*A,
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There is one @xception to correcting an error
in a fire command element. It is:

IF AN ERROR IN AMMUNITION IS MADE
AND THE WRONG AMMUNITION IS LOADED,
THEN FIRE IT. MAKE A CORRECTION

~A:. IN THE NEXT OR SUBSEQUENT FIRE
COMMAND.-5

C. CORRECTING ERRORS IN FIRE COMMAND
SEQUEN~CE.

Sometimes a TC might issue a fire command in *

which one or more elements are out of sequence.
For example, he might announce:

-. *- -GUNNER

TANK
SABOT

when he meant to announce: 7

GUNNER
SABOT

TAN Lfld
When this kind of "sqec" error occurs. he
p.oly makes a correction if he believes the

-error, has corqfused his crew. 'Crewmnembers will
Squestion'conunands that confuse them. I f a coa 0

*rection must be made' announc CORRECTION and
repeat the entie fi re co~mw W
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QUESTIONS
Your planned fire command was GUNNER, HEAT,

TRUCK. By accident you announce GUNNER,
SABOT, TRUCK and then realize you have made
a mistake. SABOT is loaded. You should
now:

A. Announce HEAT, TRUCK, GUNNER. ,
B. Announce GUNNER, HEAT, TRUCK.
C. Announce CHANGE TO HEAT.
D. Fire the SABOT round.

2. You have just announced a fire command in
the wrong sequence. Your crew understands
what you meant. You should:

A. State the correct fire command.
B. Announce MISTAKE.-
C. Do nothing.
D. None of the above.

3. The gunner did not hear your ammunition
element. He should:

" A. Announce AMMUNITION.
B. Announce REPEAT?
C. Fire the round.
-D. Watch-the loader.

4. If you have to correct an error in fire
command sequence, you should: .;..

A. Announce CORRECTION, and state the en
tire correct fire command.

- B. State the elements out of sequence.
C. Ask who does not understand.
D. None of the above.

.40
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